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Abstract

The primary purpose of the magnetic measurements per-
formed on the ALS storage-ring lattice-magnets was to as-
certain their compliance with the strict tolerances estab-
lished for this third-generation synchrotron light source. In
the course of the data evaluation, a novel approximation
method has been developed that leads to four-parameter rep-
resentations of all magnet transfer-functions, and includes
saturation and residual field effects. These transfer functions
were used to change the standard working point of the ALS
storage ring at 1.5-GeV beam energy from the upper to the
lower hysteresis branches, and later to ramp the ring energy
from 1.5 GeV to the maximum design value of 1.9 GeV in
one uninterrupted process that did not require any intermedi-
ate tune correction. Likewise, predicted magnet set values
for 1.0-GeV conditions were applied and very closely led to
the standard betatron tunes.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with characterizing the integrated
fundamental strengths of the ALS [1] lattice magnets in the
form of analytical expressions. There are six families of
ALS lattice magnets, i.e. bend magnets with substantial
gradient producing a defocusing quadrupole component;
three families of quadrupoles proper; and two families of
sextupoles. During the storage-ring construction-phase, the
relative spread of fundamental strengths within each of the
six families was the parameter by which the placement of
individual magnets along the ring was to be judged; con-
veniently the spreads turned out to be low enough for all
three quadrupole families and the bend magnets to allow
arbitrary positioning, but the two sextupole families re-
quired insertion of customized current shunts to narrow
their spread.

To ascertain the fundamental strengths, and also to
obtain reasonable interpolation values between the meas-
ured excitation points for energy ramping purposes, the ori-
ginal magnetic measurement data which showed relative
errors in the order of 2x10-3 had to be smoothed. Further-
more, the ever present drive to push an accelerator’s perfor-
mance beyond the original design limits led to the question
how the strengths of the lattice magnets could be extrapol-
ated beyond the highest excitation conditions so far ex-
plored, representing an electron beam energy of 1.9 GeV.
Analytical approximations are very convenient for both
purposes, but the important problem is which type of func-
tions to use for the approximations in order to best repres-
ent the magnet properties.

Magnet strengths are commonly expressed using trans-
fer functions,

F = T x I (1)

where F is the integrated fundamental strength, F = ∫ By dz
for a dipole, F = ∫ (Br/r) dz for a quadrupole, etc.; T the
transfer function value (assumed to be constant); and I the
excitation current. This representation, however, is too
simple to take into account seemingly minor effects which
are quite relevant for third-generation light-sources with rel-
ative strength tolerances of 10-3 and below. Therefore a
more complicated class of functions was developed in the
course of this work to represent magnet strengths under
varying excitation conditions. The essential features of
these new magnet transfer functions are that they allow to
distinguish between the two hysteresis branches; are con-
stant at low excitation values; are free of turning points ov-
er their entire range; accurately represent the measured sat-
uration effects; and do not fall off too steeply beyond the
highest measured excitation-current value. It is worthwhile
noting that simple polynomial approximations do not ful-
fil most of these conditions. On the other hand, even the
best transfer function expressions still require the magnets
to be be given a well-defined history of excitation that un-
ambiguously defines a working point on either the upper or
the lower hysteresis branch.

2 ELEMENTS OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

In deriving magnet transfer functions from measured data,
one can distinguish three zones of the excitation curve,
F(I), dependent on whether 1), residual field effects are dom-
inant, 2), the excitation curve is linear, and 3), saturation
effects begin to show, see Fig. 1. In this paper the expres-
sion hysteresis is being used rather loosely because none of
the magnets has ever been brought to full saturation and the
magnetization direction was never reversed for any of them.
The maximum excitation currents applied during the
magnet measurement activities, however, were nearly equal
to the ones that are now being applied in day-to-day condi-
tioning after their installation in the storage ring. Therefore
the measured excitation curves can be regarded as truly rep-
resentative of the actual magnet operation conditions, and
we use the term hysteresis loop for the two branches of the
excitation curve that are followed when running the current
between zero, the power-supply imposed limit, and back
again to zero.
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2.1 Residual field effects

The basic assumption about residual field effects made here
is that the two branches of the hysteresis curve are linear
and parallel to each other at low currents. A look at the cor-
responding diagram, Fig. 1, suggests that in this case we
can unify the two branches into one curve that starts at the
origin if we substitute the actual excitation current I with
an effective current Ieff = I ± Ic where Ic, the coercive
current, is subtracted to represent the lower hysteresis
branch and added for the upper branch. Equ. (1) then reads:

Fu,l = T x (I ±Ic). (2)

where the indices u and l stand for upper and lower branch.
In the following formulae, these two indices are left out for
the sake of simplicity, and the distinction between the two
branches is implied by the ± sign only.
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Figure 1. Schematic of a hysteresis loop with magnet mea-
surement data, Fi,meas (open circles). Residual field and
saturation effects are exaggerated in this illustration.

In the case of the ALS, the original ten excitation mea-
surements had been taken after completing three unipolar
conditioning loops with current settings rising from zero,
see Fig. 1; and this fact makes it more complicated to der-
ive a value for the coercive current without direct measure-
ment, even more so because the residual fundamental
strength, Fres, was not recorded either. The way followed
here consists in extrapolating the linear part of the meas-
ured excitation curve back to zero strength, thereby deter-
mining -Ic and Fres, and then reducing all data points
Fi,meas  in a graded manner:

Fi,red = Fi,meas – 2 Fres / exp {Ii / (C Ic)} [1 ≤i≤10] (3)

The constant C in the exponential damping term on
the right hand side of Equ. (3) is found by empirical optim-
ization, iterating the evaluations of Ic and Fres to minimize

the standard deviation for all available, reduced measurement
points. The actual values for Fres and C are only needed for
determination of the constant part of the transfer function,
Tlin; once this term is known the sign of Ic is the one para-
meter that allows to distinguish between upper and lower
branch of the hysteresis curve. For the ALS lattice mag-
nets, the optimization was performed empirically on spread-
sheets, at first determining individual best values of Fres
and C for all magnets of one family following a strict stan-
dard-deviation optimization and then again, trying to keep
the individual values close to the averages for the entire fa-
mily while allowing the standard deviations to slightly ex-
ceed the absolute minimum values.

2.2 Saturation effects

ALS lattice magnets typically show a few percent satura-
tion at excitations corresponding to 1.9-GeV beam energy,
and this drop is significant in view of the tolerance band of
10-3 relative strength for each magnet type. To represent sa-
turation, Equ. (2) is modified by introducing a denominator,

 F = Tlin (I ± Ic)

1 + (I ± Ic

Is
)A (4)

and now contains four parameters in addition to the excita-
tion current I as independent variable. The former transfer
function T is now called Tlin to emphasize that in terms of
Equ. (1) it represents the linear part of the excitation curve
only.

The evaluation of all five transfer function parameters
(including the damping factor C) for every individual mag-
net is performed in iterations, optimizing residual field and
saturation effects in separate loops. After preliminary para-
meters for each member of one magnet family are estab-
lished the exponent A and the damping parameter C are av-
eraged for the entire family, and new iterations are per-
formed for each magnet to find the definitive values of the
other parameters.

3 ACTUAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

An example of a calculated transfer function is given in
Fig. 2. In addition to the transfer function calculated accor-
ding to the formalism developed in the preceding section,
the figure displays a “raw transfer function” obtained by
simply dividing measured integrated fundamental strengths
by the excitation currents, without regard for residual field
effects. The low-current part of this curve (broken line) rep-
resents the transition from the upper to the lower hysteresis
branches.

A list of the averaged calculated transfer function para-
meters in terms of Equ. (4), as derived from the original
measurements [2] for the ALS lattice magnets, is given in
Table 1. Note that all entries in the third column are given
as integrated flux density values, in units of [ T m ] divided
by the excitation current in [ A ] and by a nominal radius of
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0.03 m elevated to the (n-1)th power, where n = 1 refers to a
dipole, n = 2 to a quadrupole, and n = 3 to a sextupole.
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Figure 2. Transfer function for sextupole #10, bold line,
evaluated in terms of Equ. (4); the full symbols represent
five series of measurements after data reduction. The open
symbols represent one of these series before reduction, cal-
culated by dividing the measured fundamental strengths by
the corresponding excitation currents according to Equ. (1).

Table 1.
Transfer-Function Parameters for the ALS Lattice Magnets

Type n Tlin

[T A-1 m2-n]

Ic
[ A ]

A Is
[ A ]

B 1 0.001312 3 5.73 1739
QFA 2 0.01722 2.56 3.1 2250
QF 2 0.05292 0.661 2.8 604
QD 2 0.02875 0.711 4.3 353
SF 3 0.2742 2.767 2.4 1548
SD 3 0.2744 2.844 2.4 1542

4 APPLICATION OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

The list of transfer function coefficients of all lattice-mag-
net families underwent a first critical test when the working
points had to be moved from the upper hysteresis branch to
the lower one, in view of future energy ramping. Ramping
of the storage ring magnets is necessary for all energy lev-
els significantly above 1.5 GeV because this is the design
energy-limit of the booster synchrotron that injects beam
into the storage ring. The working-point conversion on the
base of the predicted set values went smoothly and required
only very minor corrections to recover the standard betatron
tune values.

To actually ramp the storage ring energy from 1.5 to
1.9 GeV a finely-spaced table of set values (128 steps
corresponding to 3 MeV energy increase each) was comput-
ed. For every step, Equ. (4) was inverted with a “regula fal-
si” method to find the proper excitation-current set-values,
separately for each magnet family. The variations of the be-
tatron tunes that occurred during the ramping [3] without
applying any corrections are displayed in Fig. 3; they cor-
respond to maximum transfer function errors of 8x10-4 and

7x10-4 for the QF or QD families, respectively, if the total
error were ascribed to one of these families only. With the
generated ramping tables, the ALS storage-ring energy can
now be changed from 1.5 to 1.9 GeV in 64 seconds, with-
out any appreciable loss in beam current.

For operation at 1.0 GeV ramping is unnecessary, and
one series of set values has been computed using the entries
in Table 1. To fully recover the customary working point
at this energy after the calculated magnet current values had
been applied, only the QF magnet-family set-currents had
to be raised by 0.24%; for all other magnets the calculated
values could be used unchanged.

The success in predicting correct set values for all lat-
tice-magnet families under a variety of conditions confirms
the validity of the approach developed here. The reader
should be warned, however, that the expression for the sat-
uration term in Equ. (4) is valid only as long as the satura-
tion current, Is, is much larger than the highest applied ac-
tual excitation current, Imax. This is the case for all magnets
discussed in this paper.
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Figure 3. Fractional betatron tunes measured while ramping
the storage ring energy with precalculated magnet set val-
ues. The full standard tune values at 1.5 GeV are 14.282
(horizontal) and 8.192 (vertical), respectively, as indicated
by the straight, broken lines.
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